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What’s In a Name?
Foreign
companies
picking a
Chinese name
may have some
explaining
to do if they
ignore a
set of strict
principles

Coca-Cola’s Chinese name is one of the best in the industry, many say

C

hoosing a name for the local
market is a more difficult task in
China’s character-based Mandarin
than in most countries.
In Russian, for example, the
shape of the letter will change, but it can still
correspond to English one to one. Even Japan
developed a new alphabet especially for foreign
br an d i n g . In C h i n a , on t h e ot h e r h an d ,
alphabetical names must be transformed to fit
into the confines of an ancient language.
“Because syllables are predetermined in China
and are limite d, not e ver y s ound c an b e
automatically mapped into Chinese. There is no
automatic translation,” said Vladimir Djurovic,
president of Shanghai-based branding company,
Labbrand. “The Chinese language is the main
language for communication in the most
populated country, so the quality of the Chinese
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name has a vast impact. If you don’t choose it
well, you’re basically starting with a handicap.”
When choosing a Chinese name, companies
face the primary challenge of expressing the
company’s marketing position or core message in
a language that can have varied connotations and
associations. There is an equally great opportunity
in the task, for those who are willing to go beyond
a basic literal translation, and that is to redefine or
deepen their brand’s position in the market.
In the case of Pepsi, for example, a name that
in English might provoke vague mental references
to bubbles or sparks, in Chinese – baishi – is an
auspicious name, wishing 100 happy things.
“One of the wonderful things about Chinese
naming is you get to tell another story,” said
Jonathan Chajet, CEO of Dragon Rouge, a
branding consulting firm based in Shanghai. “You
get to rename yourself, which most companies

never get the chance to do.”
Coca-Cola, pronounced “ke kou ke le” in
Mandarin, which includes characters for delicious
and happy, is often mentioned as a gold standard
for company names in China. Its Chinese name
not only sounds similar to its English name, but
holds a meaning in Chinese that complements the
brand’s bright commercials of good-looking
people cooling off in the sunshine after a pop
and a fizz.
“It defines the categor y and has a close
meaning to the positioning of Coca-Cola,” said
Thomas Chen, managing director of the Shanghai
of f i c e for Inte r br and, a g l ob a l br and i ng
consultant. “That’s the most wanted method, but
not always achievable.”
On the other hand is Apple and Microsoft,
which literally translated their names into
Chinese. Apple turned into pinguo and Microsoft
into weiruan, the characters for “micro” and “soft.”
“They missed the opportunity to tell a bigger
story,” Chajet said of Microsoft.

Double meanings
No m e a n i n g , h ow e v e r, i s b e t t e r t h a n
accidentally conveying the wrong meaning. Many
companies have been recklessly creative, a

Thomas Chen of Interbrand

significant danger in a language where characters
have deep and varied connotations and in a
culture where people rarely miss a chance to tickle
their funny bone with a play-on-words.
“One of the peculiarities of the Chinese
language is that Chinese characters often have
double meanings and are never used alone,”
Chajet said. “When you put it with another word,
you often get wonderful double-meanings
and double entendres. It’s very suggestive of
other things.”
China is a place where buildings exclude the
floor level four, because the number, although a
completely different character and tone, has the
same phonetic sound as the word for “death” (si).
Microsoft found out the hard way that their

The Internet was abuzz after Toyota’a Prado announced the SUV’s Chinese name.
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the process

McDonald’s Chinese name sounds similar
to the English one

Chinese name for search engine Bing also
sounds like “sickness” . Although the character
Microsoft chose had a harmless meaning, Chinese
mocked it.
Beyond public ridicule, companies face a
greater risk, and that is one of offending. Chen
recalled an incident four years ago with a
vividness and emotion that illustrates just how
disastrous it was.
In 2005, Toyota chose a naming method for
the Prado SUV known as “creation.” They created
a whole new name based on the line’s brand
essence. They chose the name bao dao, which
means “arrogant.” It was accompanied with the
tagline: “Arrogant, so you can’t help but respect it.”
Rather than expressing a sense of class, however,
in Chinese culture, it conveyed a base conceit.
The cultural foul was compounded by a print
ad in which the Chinese stone feng shui lions that
sit in front of most of the country’s financial
buildings were pictured saluting to the “arrogant”
Japanese car. Because of the military salute, people
interpreted it as a throwback to the horrific
China-Japan war during World War II, as if China
was meant to be bowing down to Japan.
“People were offended big time,” Chen said
while scrolling through a blog post that showed a
mock-ad of the stone lions in turn crushing the
car. “I think they should have known.”
Toyota veered to the safe side by renaming the
car pu la do. They used another process of
naming, which is just to create a name that sounds
like the original English name but has no
meaning, also known as literation.
“You have to be very careful,” Chen said.
“That’s why a market test is important, to make
sure there is no negative association, in order to
avoid a stupid mistake.”
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Although advertising agencies can often create
a name without using a branding consultancy,
Chen said, this presents a risk. So he and others
advise going the safe route.
“Just like when you name your baby, it’s tough,”
Chajet said. “You need a system scientifically to
determine what is best, not just a creative
preference. That is dangerous.”
As for the process, there are many steps –
strategic, creative and legal.
First, consultants are briefed on the state of the
business and the target audience, Chajet said.
Then they study what their competitors are doing
in the market.
Early on, companies must decide what their
naming strategy will be. Depending on their
brand, they will decide whether they want to
sound like their English name, have a similar
meaning to their original name or both, like Ikea’s
yi jia ju or Carrefour’s jia le fu, both of which
sound like their original names and include
auspicious words for happiness and family.
BMW’s bao ma, or “treasured horse,” also fits into
this gold standard and connects closely with the
Chinese culture as the word comes from an
ancient Chinese poem.
When marketing, many brands use their
English names alongside their Chinese names, or
use their English names primarily. Well-known
brands like IBM as well as luxury brands like
Gucci, for example, have Chinese names for legal
purposes but use their English names for
branding, as the original names already have
strong, positive associations for Chinese.
According to most branding comp any
methods, after the initial research and
brainstorming stage, around 10 name options
from various categories of naming are initially
presented to the company, which are then
narrowed down, through preliminary conflict
checks and internal discussion, to three to five.
If two out of three of the characters are the same
as another company in its category, for example,
the name can’t be trademarked, according to
Chinese law. Later, a deeper check might be
conducted to see if a name might generate
consumer confusion through associations with
already established brands.
“For that part, it is a lot more difficult than

Jonathan Chajet, CEO of Dragon Rouge

naming your baby,” Chen said.
“You can only use a limited number of
characters that are well-known, not too overcomplex and that people can recognize,” Djurovic
said. “That can give you an idea that it’s pretty
much a crowded space.”
Final narrowing might include a consumer
check in which the company would ask their
target audience to rate the top-choice names,
asking questions like “Does it sound nice? Does it
remind me of anything else? Does it fit the
category?” Chajet said.
Another critical check is the language or
dialect check. In China, dialects can create
different meanings through dangerous play-onwords or improper associations based on how the
term is used in various regions. Usually only

naMing strategies
transliteration: similar
sound and meaning to original
name and brand
Pro: Name is relevant to meaning as
well as global and local positioning
Con: Not as close to global brand as
translation or literation
examples:
Coca-Cola - ke kou ke le - 可口可乐
-”easy to drink and drinking it will make
you happy”
Pepsi - bai shi ke le - 百事可乐
Tide - tai zi - 汰渍 - “gets rid of dirt”
Reebok - rui bu - 锐步 - “quick steps”

major dialects like Shanghainese can be checked.
The dialect that presents the most difficulties
is Cantonese.
“What might sound quite nice in Mandarin
might not sound so nice in Cantonese or
might sound like another brand in Cantonese,”
Chajet said.
S om e c omp an i e s , e s p e c i a l ly f i n an c i a l
companies, will also include a feng shui check on
the name to make sure the strokes are balanced
and auspicious. A deeper feng shui analysis would
ensure the name aligns withwith the CEO’s
birthday and birthplace. A company can do a
basic feng shui check online or spend up to
US$15,000 to consult a master from Hong Kong.
“Whether you believe in feng shui or not, there
are a lot of people in China who do,” Chajet said.
“By doing it, it shows friendliness towards the
market and avoids potential criticism later on.”
The final check comes down to the senior
management of the company. Finding a name that
makes every boss in the company happy often
takes the longest time, Chajet and Chen said.
“It takes a little bit of art to present Chinese
names to people who don’t speak Chinese at all,”
Chajet said, “a bit of an art to helping nonChinese speakers understand the peculiarities of
the Chinese language. CEOs are often proud that
they created a Chinese name. It shows their
commitment to the market.”

Colgate - gao lu jie - 高露洁 - “revealing
superior cleanliness”
Lays - le shi - 乐事 - “happy things”
translation: same meaning
Pro: Meaning matches global brand, easy
to remember as it is in the real world
Con: Not always catchy, easily copied
example:
Apple - ping guo - 苹果 - literally
meaning apple
literation: sounds similar to
english name (each character
will project some meaning but
the characters together don’t
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project an integrated meaning)
Pro: Brand is immediately recognized as
international
Con: Difficult to remember and doesn’t
always deliver brand message
examples:
McDonald’s - mai dang lao - 麦当劳
KeeP english naMe: Don’t
translate (only works for brands
that are already well-known in
China, like iBM)
Luxury brands like Coach, Gucci, Ralph
Lauren and Versace all have Chinese
names but in communications rarely
use them.
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